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30 MINUTES

�Want to add a little
elegance to your cards

and give your artwork the Midas
Touch? Gilding is a hot trend at
the moment and IndigoBlu has
developed a fantastic new

product called FlitterGlu.
FlitterGlu is a unique stamping
and gilding adhesive that makes
it easy to add shimmer and
shine to all of your projects.
Because of its unique formula

FlitterGlu allows you to gild a variety
of media including cardstock, wood,
MDF, acetate, glass and metal. With
this much versatility we’re sure that
you will find no end of uses for this
fabulous product!

Gilding flakes
Kay from IndigoBlu provides an
in-depth guide to using gilding flakes

MATERIALS
IndigoBlu Take The Time
stamp set & FlitterGlu 
starter set
IndigoBlu Yorkshire Dales &
Copper Kettle Mega-Flake
white IndigoBlu cardstock
IndigoBlu cog
embellishments
kraft cardstock
acetate
Couture Creations
Renaissance 
embossing folder
black StãzOn inkpad
Rusty Hinge, Stormy Sky &
Vintage Photo Ranger Tim
Holtz Distress Inkpads
Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations
Weathered Clock &
Gadget Gears dies
Tim Holtz Idea-ology
Destinations 12x12”
patterned paper pad 
& Pen Nibs
silicone glue
die-cutting machine

HOW TO CREATE 

1Create a white 8”-square
card blank and cover with

patterned paper.

2Cut a 71⁄2” square of 
white cardstock and stamp

around the edges with the nibs
and cogs form the stamp set
using different colours of

Distress Inkpads.

3Matt and layer the stamped
cardstock onto kraft

cardstock and the card front,
leaving a narrow border 
each time.

4Emboss a piece of white
cardstock using the

Renaissance embossing folder

and gently swipe a piece of Phat
Foam loaded with FlitterGlu over
the raised impression and
around the edges. Add gilding
flakes and buff with the 
Scoochy sponge.

5Matt the embossed image
onto kraft cardstock, leaving

a narrow border, and attach to

the top left of the card front.

6Die-cut a clock and some
gadget gears from kraft

cardstock and colour with
Distress Inks before attaching to
the card front as shown. Stamp
the sentiment onto acetate
using StãzOn ink; wipe the
FlitterGlu pad over the back of
the acetate and gild with
Copper Kettle Mega-Flake.

7Mount onto the card front in
the centre of the clock face

using silicone glue and add a
pen nib and some cogs to finish.

Walk barefoot in the grass...

FlitterGlu starter kit RRP £16.99
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45 MINUTES

HOW TO CREATE

1Create a brown 8”-square
card blank. 

2Cut a 73⁄4” square of white
cardstock, stamp the Crackle

Glaze background around the
edges and blend Distress Inks
over the top.

3Cut a 71⁄4” square of white
cardstock and use the step-

by-step guide to create your
gilded image at the top of the
card. Colour the leaves of the
image using pencils.

4Cover the square using scrap
paper, leaving approximately

11⁄2” exposed at the bottom,
and stamp the Poppy Heart

repeatedly using Rusty Hinge
and Barn Door Distress Inks.

5Remove the mask and stamp
the edges of the image

around the edges of the square.
Stamp the Crackle Glaze image
in the remaining white space

using Distress Inks.

6Blend Distress Inks over
the square and stamp a

sentiment below the gilded
heart and a dragonfly to the
right of the heart using Barn
Door Distress Ink. Colour the

MATERIALS
IndigoBlu Poppy Heart,
Crackle Glaze & Discover

Your Passion stamps
IndigoBlu FlitterGlu starter

set, Lancashire Rose
Mega-Flake & vintage
wooden buttons
white IndigoBlu cardstock

colouring pencils
brown cardstock
twine
Rusty Hinge, Barn Door 
& Spiced Marmalade
Ranger Tim Holtz 
Distress Inkpads
scrap paper
blending tool

What little girls are made of... 

1Cut a 1x2” piece of Phat Foam (black
on one side, white on the other).

Using a small pallet knife or coffee stirrer,
take about 1⁄2-1tsp of FlitterGlu and work
it into the white side of the Phat Foam to
create a FlitterGlu pad.

3Place the image on the desk and rub over
the image with the palm of your hand to

remove the excess flakes. Polish the image
with the grey Scoochy sponge to add a
brilliant shine.

2Ink up your stamp with the FlitterGlu
pad in a dabbing motion and stamp

quickly onto cardstock (wash your stamp
straight away in clean water) and sprinkle
Mega-Flake onto the image, holding it
over a box to catch the excess.

How to... create a gilded image

image and the sentiment 
using pencils.

7Matt and layer the square
onto brown cardstock,

leaving a narrow border, and
attach to the card front. Add
buttons tied with twine to finish.
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Vintage poppy
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MATERIALS
IndigoBlu Sarah’s Choice &
Poppy Meadow stamp sets,
FlitterGlu starter set &
vintage wooden button
Yorkshire Dales Mega-Flake
Sizzix Tim Holtz Alterations
Movers & Shapers Mini
Flourish die
Tuxedo Black Memento
inkpad
seam binding
white 8”-square card blank
black, white & kraft cardstock
silicone glue 
Letraset ProMarkers 
decorative pins 
purple twine
Spellbinders Nestabilities
Labels 16 dies
die-cutting machine
Diarylide Yellow &
Permanent Red PanPastels
Barn Door, Rusty Hinge &
Mustard Seed Ranger Tim
Holtz Distress Inkpads
blending tool

MATERIALS
IndigoBlu Nature 1
stamp set & vintage
wooden buttons
IndigoBlu FlitterGlu
starter set & Morris
Dance Mega-Flake
black A5 card blank
white, gold & black
cardstock
Turquoise Tint &
Turquoise PanPastels
white pencil eraser
seam binding
purple twine
black VersaFine inkpad

HOW TO CREATE

1Cut a 7” square of white
cardstock and blend

PanPastels over it to create a
coloured background.

2Follow the step-by-step guide
on page 11 and gild the script

stamp several times onto the
coloured cardstock. Clean the
stamp and allow it to dry.

3Once the stamp has dried,
stamp the script several times

across the cardstock using
different colours of Distress Ink.

Stamp the sentiments across
the cardstock using black ink.

4Matt and layer the
decorated cardstock onto

black cardstock, leaving a
narrow border, and affix to the
card front, again leaving a
narrow border.

5Die-cut a Labels 16 shape
from white cardstock and

colour with PanPastels. Attach
to the card front at an angle 
as shown.

6Stamp the poppy image
onto white cardstock and

colour with ProMarkers. Cut
out the poppy image and
attach to the card front over
the top of the die-cut square
using silicone glue.

7Die-cut a flourish from
kraft cardstock, colour with

Distress Ink and attach to the
bottom-left corner of the card
front. Add a wooden button
tied with twine.

8Create a bow from seam
binding and affix over the

poppy topper, adding a few
decorative pins to finish.

Love nature

� BEGINNER’S GUIDE

HOW TO CREATE

1Cut a 51⁄2x71⁄4” panel of white
cardstock, stamp the clouds

at the top of the cardstock using
FlitterGlu and colour over the top
with PanPastels. 

2Once the FlitterGlu has dried,
use an eraser to rub away

the pastel from the inside of the

clouds to create a resist effect. 

3Stamp the grass border
several times at the bottom

of the cardstock using FlitterGlu
and colour over with PanPastels,
blending across the whole of 
the cardstock.

4Stamp the grasses again at
the bottom of the cardstock

using black VersaFine ink and
matt and layer onto brown
cardstock, leaving a narrow
border, before attaching to the
front of a black A5 card blank.

5Cut a panel of white
cardstock measuring 3x5”

and follow the step-by-step
guide on page 11 to create 
the gilded image.

6Stamp the grass border across
the bottom of the panel using

black ink. Matt and layer the
topper onto brown and black
cardstock, leaving a narrow
border each time and affix to
the bottom-left corner of the
card front.

7Stamp a sentiment onto the
card front as shown, colour a

length of seam binding with
PanPastels and attach with a

button tied with twine to the
bottom-right corner of the card
front to finish.

Where to buy
All of the products used to
create Kay’s cards are

available from IndigoBlu
www.indigoblu.com
Tel: 01777 701980

45 MINUTES

45 MINUTES
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